GETTING TO THE FULL TEXT OF ARTICLES

What can you do when you come across an article that you want to read but the link doesn't bring you to the full-text of the article? Here are some steps you can take to get to the full-text of articles.

1. **DOES UCD HAVE ACCESS TO IT?**
   - Search OneSearch using the article's title
   - Check if any of our databases has access to it

2. **SEARCH GOOGLE SCHOLAR**
   - As well as highlighting UCD Resources, Google Scholar also gives access to free versions of many articles

3. **OPEN ACCESS BUTTON AND UNPAYWALL**
   - Install these bookmarks in your browser and they can be used to locate Open Access versions of the articles you are interested in.

4. **CHECK TO SEE IF ANOTHER LIBRARY HAS IT**
   - Check by going to other University Library websites and searching in their equivalent of OneSearch.
   - If you know someone who studies there, ask them if they could supply the article or alternatively arrange access so you can visit the library yourself.

5. **EMAIL THE AUTHOR/S**
   - Many of the databases will give author information. You can use this information to email the author to see if they would be willing to supply a copy of the article.

6. **USE OUR INTER LIBRARY LOAN SERVICE**
   - We will try to obtain the article for you from another library. There is a €6 cost for each article ordered.

7. **BUY IT FROM THE PUBLISHER**
   - You can buy it directly from the publisher. This will cost much more than €6.

IF YOU HAVE ANY FURTHER QUESTIONS CONTACT YOUR COLLEGE LIAISON LIBRARIAN
HTTPS://WWW.UCD.IE/LIBRARY/CONTACT/CLLS/